Applications are invited from eligible candidates for the under-mentioned vacancy situations for Nature Environment & Wildlife Society (NEWS):

Name of the post: Field Animator & Educator for Youth Community in Sundarbans – West Bengal), Vacancy-1 +1

Location – Hingalganj (North 24 Parganas) & Sagar (South 24 Parganas), Sundarbans. India

Qualifications:

✓ Masters in Social Science/Arts/MSW or related fields OR Bachelor’s degree in Social Science/Arts or related fields with at least 2 years’ experience in working with children of rural communities.
✓ Skilled in speaking, reading and writing in Bengali and English.
✓ Special communication skills to be able to interact with the children through storytelling, being as much innovative in it.

Scope of Work:

✓ Work with the children in developing children groups/agencies, inform educate and engage them in understanding their immediate environment, local and regional, to assert their ecological rights and protect the environment of the Sundarbans. Generate their voices towards protecting the biodiversity, which is key to their future life.
✓ Work with their parents/local residents/panchayat representatives in raising awareness on the issues.
✓ Work with the women and local communities in building awareness on environment and biodiversity issues and imprinting the need for environmental actions in their minds.
✓ Write reports and document for internal use and communicating to funding partners, short scripts and blogs for social media communications, maintain MIS, accounts statements.

To be positioned in Sundarban for the project period, staying in NEWS Field stations.

Period: 1 year, which may extend depending on the work performance

Age: Less than 35 years

Passionate about the conviction of the work.

Benefits:

✓ Salary: Rs. 20,000 per month, tax will be deducted, as applicable. 
✓ Provident Fund, Bonus and Medical benefits

✓ Application Procedure:

Candidates should submit the applications conforming to the requirements stated above with other personal information that maybe relevant. Also, write a covering letter justifying the candidateship for the following post. The application maybe mailed to hrnews2021@gmail.com.